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NASA's Parker Solar Probe is now closer to the sun than any other space-

craft in history, shattering the previous record of 26.6 million miles set by
the Helios 2 spacecraft in 1976. The probe is now well inside the orbit of Mercury. "It's a proud moment for
our team," says Project Manager Andy Driesman of the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory. Count
to 3. Parker just broke the record again. The spacecraft is accelerating sunward for the mission's first perihelion on Nov. 5th. At closest approach, the solar disk will seem 6 times wider than it does on Earth as the
probe is hit by "brutal heat and radiation" (NASA's words). Parker's carbon-composite heat shield is expected to heat up to a sizzling 2000 deg. F.
Parker's prime mission is to investigate the origin of the solar wind--a project best done uncomfortably
close to the star. Parker will trace the solar wind back to its source and find out how it escapes the sun's
gravity and magnetic confinement. Russell Howard of the Naval Research Laboratory expects to learn a lot
from this encounter. "We might detect magnetic islands in the solar wind, which have been theoretically
predicted. And if a CME (solar explosion) happens or a comet passes through the sun's Space Continue Pg # 5

ANNUAL MEETING NOV 3, 2018
NFMRA, Northeast FM repeater association will have their annual meeting on Saturday,
November 3rd at 1 PM in the back dining room at Denny’s in Rutland. For those that wish
to join in lunch, meet at noon.
Warren, K1BKK will give updates on the Killington VHF repeater as well as updates on the
statewide UHF linked system. 73 Frank de W1AD
Ed Note: If you cannot make the meeting you can still become a member &/or donate to the
repeater maintenance and upkeep fund.
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Prez-Sez
November 2018
Hello once again, I hope everyone enjoyed the 1 or 2 days of fall we had this year. Seemed as if it
went from 90 to 40 overnight!
We are still planning on the upgrades to the repeater building this fall. I know Frank (W1AD) is
working on the new electronic hardware and Ben (KC1HHE) is working on getting what we
need for the building.
This months meeting I am planning on bringing my stuff to do radio programming after the
meeting and a short presentation on programming in general. We will also be meeting at the
newly renovated Denny's at about 5:15 for our pre-meeting dinner!
I hope everyone has been able to get antennas up and any maintenance done on them
before winter comes and the snow flies!
See everyone at the meeting. Forest Immel, N1BBQ

Forest N1BBQ

Thermosphere

The thermosphere (literally "heat sphere") is the outer layer of the atmosphere, separated from the mesosphere by the mesopause.
Within the thermosphere temperatures rise continually to well beyond 1000�C. The few molecules that are present in the thermosphere receive extraordinary amounts of energy from the Sun, causing the layer to warm to such high temperatures. Air temperature,
however, is a measure of the kinetic energy of air molecules, not of the total energy stored by the air. Therefore, since the air is so
thin within the thermosphere, such temperature values are not comparable to those of the troposphere or stratosphere. Although the
measured temperature is very hot, the thermosphere would actually feel very cold to us because the total energy of only a few air
molecules residing there would not be enough to transfer any appreciable heat to our skin.
The lower part of the thermosphere, from 80 to 550 km above the Earth's surface, contains the ionosphere. Beyond the ionosphere
extending out to perhaps 10,000 km is the exosphere or outer thermosphere, which gradually merges into space.
http://www.enviropedia.org.uk/Atmosphere/Thermosphere.php

NOV/DEC 2018 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:

The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at
www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the
home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check the web site often for updates.
Dec 3

Scott w1sbw

rc

Dec 10

Zach k1zk

Tr

Dec 17

Ben kc1hhe

rc

Nov 5

Steve w1sfr

rc

Nov 12

Ann Mary

tr

Nov 19

Special

Holiday

Dec 24

Special

Holiday

Nov 26

Calvin w1clg

tr

Dec 31

Special

Holiday

Jan 7

Forest n1bbq

tr

ATT ALL NC OPERATORS: Please email a list of your check in’s Callsign & Name to:
Prez Forest N1BBQ - TechieForest@gmail.com
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS
November 2008

Recent visit to the repeater site showed how little trees over ten years become bigger trees needing bigger
tools. Get’em when they are small.
Good photos in Key Klicks in November 2008 showed kids on the air both at the All State scout Camporee at Camp Plymouth State Park and then the JOTA (Jamboree On The Air) at Camp Sunrise. When we heard a present day ham
say that he got his start at one of these events, that was closure.
Where do hams come from? KK in 2008 was outlining and announcing the 6 – week licensing/upgrade course led by Frank
W1AD, Chris N6EUP, and Bob KD1YC. Fr. Joe Romano WA1HTI provided a classroom in St. Alphonsus parish hall in Pittsford on Rte. 7 The ARRL text was $22 and material from General Class was added in.
A light moment at an office found during a computer break down that nobody knew anything. (Hi, hi) Plans for the first half of
2009 were for Vermont Yankee Drills in February, March, April and June.
Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY

The Future Is Knit: Why the Ancient Art
of Knitting Is High-Tech Again
Illustration: Elena Scotti (Photos: Shutterstock)
Written by: Julian Goldman 5/18/18 Filed to: DESIGN
When you think about knitting, you might picture grandmas clicking big wooden needles or
something wintery, like a snow-covered lodge. But knitting is everywhere, producing just
about everything you put against your skin each day, from socks and t-shirts to hoodies and
beanies. And thousands of years after it was first invented, new kinds of knitting are poised to
fundamentally change how we think about these “basics,” making our bodies more connected than ever to the computerized world
we live in. Today, you can buy a $40 dress from Uniqlo that was produced by a knitting machine in one piece with no cutting or
sewing—which means no seams and almost no wasted fabric. This “seamless” or “whole garment” knitting technique was first developed in Japan 20 years ago, but high costs have prevented it from hitting the mainstream until recently. The machines work
something like 3D printers for clothes: yarn is loaded in, the machine is programmed, and out comes a full garment.
Bringing us performance wear like knit shoes, Adidas’ Warp Knit leggings, and Nike’s Pro Elite Knit shirts, this technique is arguably responsible for the rise of “athleisure” fashion. But paired with other innovations in the science of fibers, whole garment
knitting opens the door to far more futuristic applications, like jackets that warm and cool you as needed or shirts that measure your
heart rate. The main difference between these potential products and the wearables we know (and are disappointed by) today, is that
their technology can be seamlessly integrated into our clothes. Remove the battery, and such smart garments would be nearly indistinguishable from their un-enhanced ancestors.
A short history of knitting tech: Most of us probably wouldn’t think of a plain, white t-shirt as a piece of technology, but this
Walmart basic is the result of thousands of years of engineering, shaped by repeated waves of what we would now call “disruptive”
technologies. While weaving likely came first, one of the oldest surviving items of fabric clothing is a pair of Egyptian socks made
through nålbindning, an early form of knitting that used one instead of two needles. Imagine slipping your sweaty, callused feet
into soft, knitted socks after a lifetime of wearing sandals or shapeless woven bags on your feet: knitting’s first
Photo: David Jackson
disruption.
*During the industrial revolution, knitting and weaving machines became automated. The first automated
loom, introduced in the early 1800s, was the forefather to the modern computer, utilizing early binary code and
inspiring the original Luddite revolts. When Silicon Valley was still farmland, innovations in the textile industry were shaping the globe, making some communities rich, enslaving others, and sparking wars and revolutions across the world. In the near future, however, this largely invisible tech might soon be seen at the frontier of technology again
as designers dream of new possibilities with electronically enabled textiles.
The future is squishy: When I asked Rebeccah Pailes-Friedman, the founder of Interwoven Design Studio, why knitting has been a
focus for e-textile makers, her answer was simple: “The majority of what people own is already knitted,” she said. “It’s what people
want to put on their body.” According to Despina Papadopoulos, the founder of Principled Design, knitting also has special attributes that are particularly suited towards advanced applications. Principled Design recently collaborated with Ralph Lauren for the
battery-powered, self-heating 2018 US Winter Olympic Team Jackets, and Papadopoulos described modern knit technology as an
expansion of control over form, especially with the integration of conductive yarns. “You have more control in terms of dimensionality than you have with woven fabric,” she said. “That dimensionality gives you both the ability to
(Continued Page #5 Knit)
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Green Mountain Wireless Society Minutes
OctoberFeast 2018

Rutland County Audubon Society
November 3 Seed Sale
A documentary of interest: "The Messenger" will be shown at the Brandon Library on Tuesday,
November 6, at 6 p.m. The documentary is about the decline of songbirds and its implications for our planet.
** Thursday, November 15 is our next walk around West Rutland Marsh . Meet at the boardwalk at 8 a.m. Go the 3.7 mile route or go 1/2 way.
Mark your calendars for December 29 - the Christmas Bird Count! Field team members and feeder watchers within the count circle needed!
Contact birding@rutlandcountyaudubon.org for details.
In the meantime, be sure to follow us on Facebook and check out our photos at Flickr:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rutlandcountyaudubon

The Ham Radio History Forum:
The Ham Radio History (HRH) reflector consists of several hundred subscribers from many different disciplines. All of whom are interested in
the history of radio. There are many long-time amateur radio operators, broadcast journalists, engineers, amateur and professional historians, radio
restorers, broadcasters, old shipboard and shore station operators, college professors/instructors, students, researchers and authors -- all are willing
to share their piece of radio's history. The Ham Radio History forum is an excellent tool in which to learn about the history of radio and to discuss
the significance of each event. The HRH forum helps us sweep away the sands of time while stimulating research and promoting substantive dialogue. We are fortunate to have in our numbers many experts willing share their knowledge and experience. While many subscribers merely "read
the mail," patiently waiting for the next new piece of the historical puzzle, others are putting their thoughts into words and debating ideas. This
unique blend of subscribers helps us learn much about the origins of radio and the direction in which we are heading - while at the same time helping us refine our thinking.
There is no fee required to participate in the HRH forum, and therefore, no personal pecuniary interest is ever advanced. Anyone can participate
because of the nice mix of talent and audience. Please feel free to ask any questions or share whatever trivia, facts or recollections of radio that you
can. The history you save may be your very own. The Ham Radio History web page can be found at:
http://www.YahooGroups.com/list/ham-radio-history
In the MESSAGES pages, you can use the search engine to research any topic that has been discussed since Ham Radio History's inception.
Nearly 7000 postings have been archived; a truly unique resource. Also be sure to visit the FILES section at:
Continued bottom Pg # 5 HRH
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ham-radio-history/files/
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One Man’s Junk….
By Calvin W1CLG
I know you are expecting to hear about how I finished my quad antenna; unfortunately I have not finished it yet. After
my last article, classes started again at Castleton University, and I have not had the free time to troubleshoot or repair it.
I did not want to leave you wondering, so I thought I would explain. I will finish the antenna during my October break,
and I will have the second part of that article published in December.
I do have a ham radio story that you might find interesting. I want to talk about some recent finds. A local junk shop
in near my place, a person that buys storage lockers and stuff and resells everything, had some interesting stuff that I
thought I would pick up. The first thing I noticed was an antenna, see the picture below. It is fed with RG-58 coaxial
cable, that terminated in an odd connector I had never seen before. The lady was trying to sell it with an old CB radio.
Anyone who knows CB, knows that that antenna is not CB, and the connector would not even go on the radio. After
some negotiation, I finally talked her down from $10 to $5, as long as I took the CB radio with me also. Now I have 5
CB radios with no good antennas, upcoming in key klicks will be an article on salvaging mobile antennas. There was
also some blue coaxial cable, which had the same odd connectors as the antenna. It turns out the connector is called a
TNC connector, and it is a threaded, waterproof version of the BNC connector. I learned at the last GMWS meeting that
it was used a lot for low power TV transmission, like from a news van to the studio. The dominant theory at the meeting
was that the mobile antenna was from an old cell phone. I took the coax to Gerry, WY2Y, and he knew what it was immediately. He said it was Ethernet cable, from before they switched to the twisted wire design (modular type plug), and
he gave me some good news, it was most likely 50
ohm impedance. The moral of this story is to keep
your eyes open at lawn sales and stuff, because you
might find something great for ham radio. The person may not even realize what they have, they might
view a box of RF adapters as junk, and will give you
the whole box for one dollar. I once got three
Motorola HTs at a yard sale for $15. Unfortunately,
they are a model that does not tune to the ham band,
so to actually use one I would have to buy a new
service board for it, but it was still a great bargain.
Below is a photo of the antenna and the TNC
connector.
Space Record Continued From Pg #1 Count to 3. Parker just broke the record again. The spacecraft is accelerating sun-

ward for the mission's first perihelion on Nov. 5th. At closest approach, the solar disk will seem 6 times wider than it
does on Earth as the probe is hit by "brutal heat and radiation" (NASA's words). Parker's carbon-composite heat shield is
expected to heat up to a sizzling 2000 deg. F.
Parker's prime mission is to investigate the origin of the solar wind--a project best done uncomfortably close to the
star. Parker will trace the solar wind back to its source and find out how it escapes the sun's gravity and magnetic confinement.
Russell Howard of the Naval Research Laboratory expects to learn a lot from this encounter. "We might detect magnetic islands in the solar wind, which have been theoretically predicted. And if a CME (solar explosion) happens or a
comet passes through the sun's atmosphere while we are so nearby, it could be spectacular."
Howard is the principal investigator for WISPR, the probe's wide-field camera system. WISPR can actually see the
solar wind, allowing it to image clouds and shock waves as they approach and pass the spacecraft. Other sensors on the
spacecraft will sample the structures that WISPR sees, making measurements of particles and fields that researchers can
use to test competing theories.
"We lose communication with the spacecraft during the perihelion period which begins next week," notes Howard.
"This is because there isn't sufficient power to drive both the instruments and the transmitter. The first dump of data will
occur in early December." Stay tuned for that.
Parker will plunge toward the sun 24 more times in the next 8 years, breaking many records en route. Here's the timeline.
HRH Group from PG #4

From this site you can upload and download images and other files of interest regarding radio history. Please
participate in this project and add to it if you can. You will never know if your piece of history is significant to
others if they never see it. Please continue to enjoy the Ham Radio History forum.
Hans Brakob, K0HB (Moderator, Ham Radio History) K0HB@arrl.net … To post a message: ham-radio-history@YahooGroups.com
To subscribe: ham-radio-history-subscribe@YahooGroups.com To unsubscribe: ham-radio-history-unsubscribe@YahooGroups.com
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(Continued from Page #3 Knit) manipulate the structure of
the fabric as well as to create pockets, to create layered structures
that make incorporating electronics seamless, hidden, in a way
that you cannot with other technologies.” The importance of
seamlessness may seem small, but the failure of wearables like
Google Glass demonstrate what happens when clunky tech products try to replace objects we’re familiar with. Advanced knitting
offers something past seamlessness approaching invisibility. Not
only does it enable clothing makers to hide hard electronics, it
even lets them create electrical components from the actual
yarn—sensors that are an integral part of the garment and not
tucked in or laminated on top. For example, a knit machine programmer can create a small “patch” of conductive yarn, stack a
non-conductive above it, and then another conductive patch on
top of that to make a sandwich. As the two conductive sections
get closer together, they make more and more contact through the
non-conductive but porous sandwich “filling.” This increased
conductivity can be measured by a microchip to create a pressure
sensor which, when built into a sock, could measure stride and
footfall for runners or balance indicators in elderly patients who
are prone to falling.
This knitting technique can also be used to create stretch, temperature, and humidity sensors and even begin analyzing sweatiness which can convey the stress level of the user (not unlike in a
lie detector machine)—applications currently in development for
consumer products. Ultimately, 3D knit structures can become a
plethora of sensors and actuators, antennae, and even allow for
computer interaction through soft, knit protrusions that serve as
buttons, or planar pads for gesture sensing.
One of the greatest challenges in the development of smart
textiles has been making garments that are machine washable
over time. The way most companies have tackled this problem is
to include a removable “puck” (as it’s called in the industry),
which contains the device’s battery and computer control. Lights,
vibration motors, sensors, and the like remain in the garment and
are either encased in plastic or laminate tapes for waterproofing,
or are comprised of the conductive fibers themselves which are
largely impervious to the washing processes. Companies like
Sensoria are already selling clothing with smart sensors laminated onto their products, but, crucially, knit production technology
may soon enable all of this straight from the machine, without
the secondary process of lamination, resulting in a cheaper, more
streamlined product that’s nearly indistinguishable from the knitwear we are familiar with today.
To spin a yarn: Advances in fiber technologies are definitely not
limited to simple conductivity. I spoke with Yoel Fink, a professor of material sciences at MIT and the founder and CEO of Advanced Functional Fabrics of America (AFFOA). A federally
funded textile research center in Cambridge Massachusetts, AFFOA began with an initial input of $300 million and operates
with a budget of $60 million per year. “This is not a YouTube
kind of operation,” said Fink said via FaceTime while striding
through his top-of-the-line textile research lab. He showed me
various objects his researchers were working on, including a bat-
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tery-scarf knit from yarn containing lithium-ion components so
that the textile itself stores energy, a fabric that changes colors
with minimal power needs (similar to the e-ink displays common
in Amazon Kindles), and a baseball-cap that translates light from
common ceiling mounted LED bulbs into audio. Finally, Fink
held up some normal looking all-black yoga pants that come
alive with miniature, green LED lights.
The leggings are being developed through one of the techniques being pioneered at AFFOA for the fabrication of what
Fink called “advanced yarns,” fibers containing conductors, insulators, and semi-conductors—the same necessary ingredients for
a computer chip. To make the “yarn,” a cylinder of these three
ingredients about 12 inches tall and six inches wide is heated and
drawn out until it becomes incredibly thin. “You make something
big, you heat it up, and out comes miles of the same thing but
really small,” Fink said. In this case, a hair-like black yarn which
is then knit into yoga pants. To make these leggings without such
yarns, you’d need to manually laminate silicon-mounted LEDs
onto the surface of the pants one at a time, creating something
uncomfortable, delicate, and very expensive. Fink’s version, on
the other hand, is nearly indistinguishable from standard, athleisure-style leggings—except they can light up for a night-time
jog. When I asked Fink what it is about knit that is so desirable
for making tech-enhanced clothing, he echoed Papadopoulos.
“Knitting has this exquisite control that you get along with the
[full] garment capability. There’s many more degrees of freedom
in knitting in terms of being able to build structures.” Basically,
you can have incredibly minute control over how a garment is
shaped and where sensors and actuators are placed on the body.
This also means that garments can be extremely customizable at
a low cost. Already today, designers have used 3D scanning to
create clothing specifically tailored to its wearers. In the near
future, customers could be inputing biological specifics to tailor
their chosen suite of sensors and actuators to integrate seamlessly
with their unique biology.
But would you wear it? Pailes-Friedman,
Papdopolous, and Fink all agree that the costs
will be coming down on technologically enhanced cloth, and this will fundamentally
change the way in which we interact with technology—and
hence, each other and our environments. “We think textile and
humanity are inseparable, so we think it could become a perfect
computing platform, and that’s part of the disruption we are trying to make,” said Tony Chahine, CEO of Myant, one of the
leading knit smart-textile groups. Fink agreed, also predicting
that this will occur quite rapidly. “In the years ahead, the basic
properties, capabilities, and functions of fibers are going to increase in a way that is similar to what happened with Moore’s
Law in computer chips,” he said. “There, the function doubled
every 18 months. In the case of filaments I think it’s going to
double over a much shorter period of time, and you’ll see this
consistent increase in the capabilities of fibers and yarns and filaments.” In the end, the smart apparel of the future could fundamentally change how we think about Continued on Pg 7
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Memories
With fall comes news from the Rutland Audubon Society of their seed sale held in conjunction with Garland Agway on Park St, Rutland and Brandon’s Blue Seal VT. It goes
without saying my next thought will always be of Deb (NN1C). She along with Frank
W1AD were among my first Elmer's and real introduction to ham radio. Deb was always
upbeat and had an infectious smile. If it was ham radio related, Deb was there and it was
funny how everybody seemed to know her. My brother, Ron (KE2SD aka. #1 Elmer) knew
Deb from her trips up and down the NY Thruway as she traveled to visit family in PA. She
regularly went to club meetings all over the state as the ARES Section Affiliated Club Coordinator (ACC). How she found the time to accomplish all she did is amazing.
Deb was the editor of Key Klicks and wanting a change she handed the reins to me, the first time I was editor of Key Klicks. I
don’t remember when this was but I was very new to Ham Radio and I felt honored that she entrusted me with the position. One
day while helping her with one of her last issues at her house in Florence she showed me a telescope which stood in the front window of the great area. I thought it was pretty cool. She showed me how it would clearly view the rusted lug nuts on an old truck
parked way down by the bottom of the driveway. This was a serious piece of equipment. Eventually she and Dudley moved out to
Cody Wyoming and I to Arizona. She wrote once to say she and Dudley had just been in Texas. They had traveled there to watch
migrating birds! Little did I know that many people plan such trips. Eventually word came that Deb was very ill and then the news
on December 23, 2008 that after watching 2 Bald Eagles flying right outside her window she passed away. Needless to say I will
always be in awe of this strong woman. Dudley did not want flowers or anything and somebody suggested that we could make a
donation, in her memory, to The Audubon Society.
I decided to stay local and donated to Rutland County Audubon. I have been out for a few of their marsh walks and the Christmas
bird count. They often have very interesting meeting presentations but sadly their meeting nights conflict with another for
me. If you are in need of bird seed (and I heard there is no sales tax for this event? I could be wrong. Ed: Ann Mary AB1CH

New Book Magic Band Antennas for Ham Radio is Now Shipping!10/28/18

Designed for radio amateurs who want to discover the mysteries of the “magic band.” Six meters is a band full of surprises. When you
least expect it, 6 meters can suddenly open for contacts over hundreds and even thousands of miles. And while the HF bands may be suffering
during a Solar Minimum, 6 meters is unaffected and just as amazing as ever. http://www.arrl.org/shop/Magic-Band-Antennas-for-Ham-Radio/

Knit Hi-Tech-Knit Continued from Pg 6 clothing, shifting it from a good to service. “You’re no longer going to pay for
the shirt, you’re going to pay for what that shirt does for you,” Fink said. “You pay for the service and you get the fabric.”
“As humans, we value experiences and services a lot more than we value goods,” Fink continued. “We relate to things that are
unique…. we are looking for a little bit of something special. And when we get something that’s special, we’re prepared to pay for
it. That’s really whats happening in fabric, we’re going to start to see some really special things happening.” A Myant sock with
knit heated zones, pressure sensors and stretch sensors. (Battery not pictured.) We’ve come a long way from those Egyptian socks.
Myant is developing socks that not only comfortably insulate and protect your feet, but also give them targeted compression, measure your posture and footfall, and even heat your feet automatically when they get cold. But the biggest question going forward is
“What does the consumer want?” A wearable computing platform would inevitably create huge amounts of data from our bodies,
something the public is understandably wary about.
“How does the customer feel about data?” said Pailes-Friedman. “What do they want from data? Right now I think it’s pretty much
a love/hate with data. For as much as we love having connected objects, every day we hear in the news about another hack, another
abuse of data, another way we’ve been compromised and manipulated by our personalized data. That makes just as many people
feel queasy as they also feel empowered. So there is a lot of questions about what can this data do that makes people feel good,
what do people really want done?” While a pair of smart socks that could be hacked to spy on you is a troubling idea, consumers
will likely want connected clothing with far more basic functions. Pailes-Friedman paints a picture of a travel jacket that would
flexibly respond to fluctuating weather patterns, warming us when it is cold and cooling us when it is hot. It’s pretty obvious that
we would want this jacket, but what other outputs acting upon collected data are of actual value to the everyday consumer? For
now, the majority of data-focused innovators in this space are focusing on health and wellness, safety, athletic performance and
recovery, and medical spaces. For the rest of us, we’re looking at warming and cooling, lighting, and pattern changes. All the same
stuff we look for in traditional fashion—with a techy twist.
ED NOTE: For links to more information, video and discussion matter, etc. associated with this article please go to:
https://gizmodo.com/the-future-is-knit-why-the-ancient-art-of-knitting-is-1826142294/amp
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UPCOMMING CONTESTS
Until I can figure how to use it, Arrl has a new easier to use
format for the contest corner which can be found at:
http://contests.arrl.org/
Dealing With Noise in HF Mobile Installations
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Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:

Every Monday:
Zone #3 VT RACES Net, 444.550 (+pl 110.9) 6:30 pm
gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting
Every day:
Vermont phone traffic net, 3857 mhZ, 7:30 pm
VT/nh Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm
New England Phone Net, 3955 6:30 am
Every Sunday:
vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm
(all times are local)
Upcoming ve sessions:
Burlington area ve ralph kd1r 802-878-6454
GMWS contact tim wa1vt … timabraham@gmail.com
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING
TUESDAY NOV 13 @ 7:00PM RUTLAND POLICE COMMUNITY
ROOM 108 WALES ST. RUTLAND VT TALK-IN 147.045 T -`100

https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-MountainWireless-Society-741253585940162/
http://qrznow.com/dealing-with-noise-in-hf-mobile-installations/

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!
Frank W1AD; Jeff , N1YTY; Forest, N1BBQ;
Tim, WA1VT; Calvin W1CLG; Caid W1DX
PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702

KEY KLICK’s: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY XXXXX 2018
ON FACE BOOK https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/ On the Web at: www.gmws.net

